
GAL 16 

 

Well for the past several weeks we have been discussing the subject of logic as sort of a prerequisite to 
OUR study of GALATIANS chapter 3 verses 1 through 6 (and this morning we are going to FINISH that 
prerequisite) by discussing 3 points (in relation to this subject) WHICH I hope will be effectual in 
persuading YOU that LOGICAL THINKING is NOT ONLY something which you should give yourself to 
(especially when it comes to understanding God’s Word and discerning what is truth in this world)---
which in turn means committing yourself to learning and practicing those 4 LAWS of logic we discussed 
in our previous study times---BUT ALSO---that LOGIC (as a discipline)—THOUGH FOREIGN to much of 
what (TODAY) passes as “good theological thought” or “sound biblical interpretation” is considered to 
be  a CLOSE and CRUCIAL companion TO the majority of history’s greatest leaders within the church 
(and Christian faith). 

 That (then) is my goal this morning as we finish this short miniseries on LOGIC (in preparation) for the 
LOGICAL arguments we will be studying soon (and no doubt appreciate far more—as a result of this 
series--) in Galatians 3 (verses 1 through 6) when we return back there NEXT WEEK… 

So with that in mind let’s PRAY… 

PRAY 

It is my FERVENT intention (TODAY) to GET thru these remaining points in relation to OUR SUBJECT of 
LOGIC (so that we can GET BACK to our study of GALATIANS 3—and see their practical application)---
AND so I AM NOT going to SPEND any more time ON introductory formalities—BUT JUST jump right into 
what I promised (which means FIRST dealing with) what I said about HISTORY (as it relates to this subject 
of LOGIC (a subject which seems to have lost all respect from today’s so-called theologians and bible 
teachers)…LOGIC is treated as almost a dirty WORD…or (at the very least—something that we should be 
suspect of…when attempting to understand God’s Word –or most importantly the GOSPEL)---BUT it 
wasn’t always that WAY!  As I stated earlier, JUST the opposite is TRUE when considering where the 
MAJORITY of those in church history STAND… 

They (like Paul in GALATIANS) understood that… 

10. GTGR requires logical thinking 

And therefore were committed to it… 

Which brings me to this next point in our series—the point which deals with this very thing… 

 

 



10.3. Christian/church history reveals logic to be a distinguishing mark of her greatest theologians 

before the nineteenth century. 

10.3.1. (IOW):  During the 19th century is when everything began to move in the wrong direction (away 

from logic)!  Before that though…LOGIC was held in high esteem among the church’s leaders and 

theologians…AS A MATTER OF FACT…all church history (before the 19th century) reveals this to BE a 

discipline considered to be absolutely VITAL to understanding the BIBLE and the world we live in…  

10.3.2. For example:  

(4th century): the Bishop of Hippo, Augustine, had much to say about logic. He believed it was important 

to teach logic, which was the common practice in the classical schools of his day: 

"The science of reasoning is of very great service in searching into and unraveling all sorts of 

questions that come up in Scripture, (Continuing on he writes…) 

The laws of valid reasoning may easily be learnt in the schools.... " (II,49) 

Finally as it relates to Augustine, he also writes about how logic is not an invention of the pagan 

philosophers, as some men objected, but a science which man has learned from God. 

"...[T]he validity of logical sequences is not a thing devised by men, but is observed and noted by 

them.... ...it (instead) exists eternally in the reason of things, and has its origin with God. For as the 

man who narrates the order of events does not himself create that order; ...and as he who points 

out the stars and their movements does not point out anything that he himself or any other man 

has ordained; in the same way, he who says, "When the consequent is false, the antecedent must 

also be false," says what is most true; but he does not himself make it so, he only points out that it 

is so. And it is upon this rule that the reasoning ...from the Apostle Paul proceeds (in 1Cor 15). For 

the antecedent is, "There is no resurrection of the dead...." ...the necessary consequence is "Then 

Christ is not risen." But this consequence is false, for Christ has risen; therefore the antecedent is 

also false. ...We conclude therefore that there is a resurrection of the dead. ...This rule, then, that 

when the consequent is removed, the antecedent must also be removed, is not made by man, but 

only pointed out by him. And this rule has reference to the validity of the reasoning." (II,50) 

(16th century) John Calvin 

The great Swiss Reformer (and also expert logician) once said, 

“no man is without the light of reason (logic) and reason (logic), while not the master of faith, is its 

servant, an indispensable servant having an essential role to play in the task of faith seeking 

understanding.” 



(18th century) Jonathan Edwards 

Considered by MANY to be the greatest American theologian—EVEN AMONG THE GREATEST 

AMERICAN THINKERS—since his work included not only writings on theology and the bible, but 

also biology and philosophy, Edwards was an able logician---devoting much of his time to closely 

argued logical presentations which then became the hallmark of all his writings. 

 (In the words of James White),  

“Edwards had a holistic view of the world; that is, since God is the Creator, and God is true, then his 

creation will be logical and ordered, just as God is. 

10.3.3. As mentioned (however) that all changed in the 19th century---AND THAT BECAUSE OF men 

like Friedrich Schleiermacher, a liberal theologian who believed Christianity should not be 

understand through logical thinking but (instead) is found in the feelings.  He believed that only 

someone who had known and studied the “human experience in moments of religious ecstasy” 

could truly know Christianity really was.  God (IOW) is not discovered by looking to reason but by 

looking within ourselves.  And though such views (and rejection of logic as a means to 

understanding Scripture and God) were born in the cradle of liberal thought—it has since (then) 

transcended such liberal boundaries and become the DOMINANT (and preferred) approach to the 

Christian Faith. 

Proof:  turn on the radio or tv and listen to any preacher and what you will find to be the dominant 

definition of faith OR HOW to navigate the Christian Faith is FEELINGS/EXPERIENCE-FOCUSED. 

Consider also that those who have been considered the Christian rock-stars of the past century 

would NEVER be characterized as “great logical thinkers” when it comes to the Christian Faith but 

rather masters at appealing to the emotions/feelings (e.g. Billy Graham, Church Swindoll, Jerry 

Falwell, Adrian Rogers, Charles Stanley---all men who are very adept at moving us emotionally in 

our decisions to follow Christ –or in convincing us that what they are saying is the truth—it is “an 

appeal to the heart—instead of the head” (i.e. an appeal to feelings instead of fact)  

How are we to respond to this “dominant flow” away from logical thinking? 

By considering the following two remaining points/truths: 

10.4. As Christians, we are commanded to logically defend and disciple in the Christian Faith. 

10.4.1. (IOW):  TO not do it through feelings or experience (which is how so many do it: e.g. “I want to 
share with you how much of a difference Jesus Christ has made in my life”; popular Christian hymn: “He 
lives! He lives! You ask me how I know (He lives) because He lives within my heart!”   

10.4.2. In light of such an approach consider: (1Pe 3: (13-14)15) 



“…always being prepared to make a defense [avpologi,a (avpo = out of ; logi,a = reason/logic ) = a 
defense out of/based upon logic.] to anyone who asks you for a reason [lo,goj =logic or logical 
reason] for the hope that is in you; 

10.4.3. This is what Paul is referring to in (2Co 10: (3-4) 5-6) 

“to obey Christ” = to obey the “logic” of God. 

10.4.4. Notice, he also states it is “divinely powerful” (this IOW is where we find the power of God when 
dealing with others –in salvation, in discipleship): logically reasoning with them from the Scriptures (Isa 
28:10 “line upon line, precept upon precept” = the law of rational inference; Neh 8:8 –“gave the sense” 
= sense of reference/context – an essential to logical thinking and a part of the first law.). 

10.4.5. This is what Jesus demonstrates in (Mat 22: (23-28) 29-34 = Luk 24:27 = Law of Rational 
Inference). 

10.4.6. This is what Paul demonstrates throughout the book of Acts: (Act 17:2, 18:4, 19, 28). 

10.4.7. This is implied in Philip’s approach as well (Act 8: (26-29) 30 -31 (32-35) – he (no doubt like Jesus) 
used logical arguments based upon the Isaiah to support that Jesus was the Christ) 

10.4.8. This is what also Paul demonstrates in Gal 3:1-6 (and we are to follow his example – Phi 4:9; 1Co 
11:1). 

(We are also to follow the example of the Bereans---which is part of the support for our final pt…) 

10.5. As Christians, we are commanded to be logical in our discernment of what is true and false from 
the Scriptures. 

 10.5.1. (Act 17:11) (Isa 1:18) – not feelings, vibes or other things (1Ti 6:20). 

10.5.2. This again is the idea behind (2Co 10:3-5 “fleshly” = not feelings based) 

10.5.3. The confidence we can (once more) possess in being logical with the Scriptures and in our 
discernment: Because the Scripture itself is logical (i.e. consistent and CLEAR—the doc. of perspicuity), 
we have the ability to bring certainty to the doctrines it establishes (e.g. Joh 20:31  “these things are 
written that that you believe…and have eternal life”—implies that what is written gives us discernment 
which will cause us to clearly understand what to believe and where the path of eternal life lies… 2Ti 
3:15 “The Scriptures which are able to make you wise unto salvation”…1Jo 2:1 “I am writing these things 
so that you may not sin” --implies that by what is written we can know with certainty what is sin: what is 
true and what is false! ).  

10.5.4. IOW: it is deductive v. inductive (deductive reasoning establishes absolutes whereas inductive 
produces only probabilities)—this is why K. Arthur and her “Inductive Bible Study method is so 
dangerous (it gives the impression that we cannot know with certainty).  BTW: an attitude of uncertainty 
is not humility but a sign of ignorance or arrogance—rejecting/disobeying what God’s Word says with 
certainty. 

 (1Th 5:21; Pro 14:15; 1Co 13:11 w/14:20, 15:32-34)  

10.5.5. SO not only CAN we do it (pt. #2) but we MUST do it! 



And in closing our time for TODAY, I want to share with you –HOW we begin the process of doing THAT: 

10.5.6. How (then) we become logical thinkers with God’s Word (“the mind of Christ”) and avoid being 

caught in the rebellious thinking of our day: 

10.5.6.1. by constant “renewing of our minds” (Rom 12:1-2: a continual act of dying to self—i.e. 

repentance from idolatry in our thoughts; Calvin – “our minds are idol factories” - 2Co 10:5 – 

Lordship of Christ over our thinking) 

10.5.6.2. by constant practice (of applying these laws of logic to way we think—esp. in re: to the 

Scripture—but also in re: to all of life)(Heb 5:12-14). 

10.5.6.3. by constant rejection of what is falsely called “knowledge” (Col 2:8 “not according to 

Christ” – i.e. the Logic of God) and “sensuality” (reason through the feelings---the favorite bait of 

the FT’s – 2Pe 2:1-2).  Are feelings ever okay as part of the decision process? “Yes” but only after 

(and when) through logical reasoning we have determined that we have more than one valid 

option (“chicken or steak—what are you in the mood for?”).  In these situations, being “SPOCK” 

is an absolute detriment! (e.g. man who lost his ability to choose based on his emotions).  When 

dealing with Scripture (however) this is NEVER the case: there are NEVER two equally valid/true 

options/interpretations (which means NO PLACE for emotions in the DECISION process)!  

Well with that then I conclude our short series on LOGIC—hoping that as God’s people (here at DSC) we 

will commit ourselves to these tools AND AS A RESULT become the logical (and God-glorifying) 

thinkers GOD has designed (and called) us to be.  Let’s PRAY 

 


